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Abstract
YouTube is a substance network that permits clients to upload, review, sharing, and 
make comment videos on the site. YouTube nowadays becoming big hot spots for 
marketing teams to promote their products as if we go through some facts, we came to 
know that globally advertising revenues of you tube is 4.7 billion US dollars as of 
quarter-4 (2019), which shows a growth of 30.5% over last year that makes You tube 
biggest online video platforms globally. Themain goal of this study is to design a 
conceptual model of Centrality of Brand and explored the model for human brands 
(You tube celebrity). To perform this study the research tool used is an extensive 
literature review. The result depicts a conceptual model in which brand love leads to 
brand devotion with some moderation effects and that further lead to Centrality of 
brand and also it indicates that this model is not only limited to the materialist brands, it 
is also applicable to human brands like You tubers (You tube celebrity).
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1. Introduction
Social media is seeing a fast development 
belonging to audio-video blogs (alluded as video 
blog) promoting that alludes to the paid 
sponsorshipabout vloggers to audit and aiming 
to promotenewly launched brands (Hill et al., 
2017). Video blog is frequently communicated 
via web-based networking media stages like 
YouTube. YouTube is a substance network that 
permits clients to upload, review, sharing, and 
make comment videos on the site. Vloggers 
engage, manage, record along with upload 
videos related to own life-style and items (new-
brands) or administrations (Hill et al., 2017; Lee 
and Watkins, 2016).
You tube nowadays becoming big hot spots for 
marketing teams to promote their products as if 
we go through some facts, we came to know that 
globally advertising revenues of you tube is 4.7 
billion US dollars as of quarter 4 2019 which 
shows a growth of 30.5% over last year that 
makes You tube biggest online video platforms 
globally. There has been a growing trend 
identified among you tube advertising revenue, 

in 2019 you tube advertising revenue is equal of 
9.4 % Google total revenue which was 8.1% in 
2018 and 7.3% in 2017. This is the reason that in 
this research paper, study has been conducted on 
You tube celebrities in India.Devotion mirrors 
the highest type of love and the uncommon 
significance, the clients appended to the brands 
to the degree that liken marks as their religion 
(Pichler and Hemetsberger, 2007). The intensity 
of brands drives a purchaser to try and penance 
an excellent cost for the brand name. Dedicated 
fans will keep on support their brands in any 
conditions (Pimentel and Reynolds, 2004). In 
the event that buyer brand relationship for 
explicit brand or item is high, it will help up the 
brand loyalty for that brand or item. The 
inevitable phase of a passionate buyer brand 
relationship is brand devotion (Sarkar et al, 
2016).
1.1 Brand Devotion
One of the making examination zones in 
branding is Consumer Devotion towards brands 
an enormous bit of the masters these days doing 
research on devotional relationship among 
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brands and customers in the field of branding 
(Pimentel and Reynold, 2004; Sarkar and 
Sarkar,2015; Pichler and Hemetsberger, 2007; 
Ortiz, Reynolds, and Franke, 2013). First time 
Consumer Devotion as autonomous thought was 
impelled by Pimentel and Reynold (2004). 
According to Pimetel and Reynolds (2004), the 
part of buyer devotion is a potential expansion 
of brand value dependent on shoppers rather 
than brands.
1.2 Brand Love
Love is referred to as “an attitude held by a 
person towards a particular other person, 
involving predispositions to think, feel, and 
behave in certain ways towards that other 
person” (Rubin, 1970). “A Triangular theory of 
love” (Sternberg, 1986) considered as one of the 
most noteworthy responsibility towards 
describing love which manifests that passion, 
intimacy along with commitment are three 
important elements of love. Love is reflected by 
feelings, insights and lead of the customer 
(Lastovicka and Sirianni, 2011 and Shimp and 
Madden, 1988). Clients' enthusiasm for their 
brand, association of the purchaser for brand, 
evaluation of the brand in positive way, 
sentiments towards brandsalong with disclosure 
of love towards specific brand are utmost
characteristics that shows the customer love for 
that brand. An eager and an enthusiastic 
tendency by the customer for a specific brand 
name is considered as brand love (Carroll and 
Ahuvia, 2006). A major distinguish between 
brand love and relational love relational love is 
bi-directional, while the brand love is uni-
directional considering the way that, a brand 
can't react. 
1.3 Centrality of Brand (COB)
Centrality of Brand as the concept given by 
Sarkar and Sarkar (2017). In their study, they 
have extracted and defined COB in the view of 
COR which means Centrality of religion. COR 
is defined as “the centrality, importance or 
salience of religious meanings” in individual 
life. In this, researcher also explains the five 
dimensions of COR which are ideology, 
intellectual, experience, public and private 
practice.As earlier research shows that persons’ 
view of brand meaning can be fundamentally 
considered as a view of religious manifests and 
meanings (Sarkar et al., 2015 and Pichler and 

Hemetsberger, 2007), it can also be placed that 
COR with related to the religious community 
can be fundamentally proportionate to CoB with 
regards to a brand community. So, taking 
reference from Huber and Huber (2012) COR 
construct, Sarkar and Sarkar (2017) defined their 
construct COB as “perceived importance or 
centrality of brand meanings in the life of a 
brand devotee”. As per their study COB, is 
higher-order reflective construct which 
comprises of five dimensions namely brand 
experiences, brand ideology, brand intellectual,
public as well as private brand rituals.

2. Literature Review
To develop a conceptual framework, an 
extensive literature review has been done. In this 
first literature review has been done to identify 
the antecedents or predictors of brand love. The 
brand- experience alludes to feelings that the 
customer feels about the brand which depends 
on their related knowledge of shopper with that 
brand. The brand-experience go about as 
significant precursor of brand love (Garg et al., 
2015). Shoppers the individuals who have 
positive brand encounters with their brand, they 
love their brand. Purchasers love those brands 
that include shoppers' faculties and contact the 
core of buyer. The brand-experience has been 
identified by Brakus, Schmitt and Zarantonello 
(2009) as inward and abstract reaction of a 
person towards a brand which comprises of 
tactile, emotional, social and scholarly 
measurements evoked by brand related 
upgrades. There are so many researches has 
been done which states the positive impact of 
brand experiences on brand love (Roy et al., 
2013). Similarly, Sarkar (2011) in his study 
described brand experience as major antecedent 
for Brand Love.Similarly, in the study done by 
Brakus, Schmit and Zarantonello (2009), it has 
been conceptualized that Product hedonism 
positively impact Brand experiences. Product 
hedonism is basically sensory experiences of the 
product felt by the customer through touch, 
smell, seeing and Taste.As indicated by Escalas 
and Bettman (2003), purchasers pick or select 
their brands to build up their selves and to 
achieve their personality objectives which 
implies they attempt to develop their character 
from their brands. Brand Identification is 
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defined as the extent to which consumers
seehis/herself-image as character of overlapping 
the brand image. Various researches described 
that Brand identification significantly impact 
brand love and it is major antecedent and 
predictor of Brand love (Bergkvistand Bech-
Larsen, 2015, Albert & Merunka, 2013, Huber et 
al., 2015, Carroll & Ahuvia, 2006, Kaufmann et 
al., 2016, Wallace et al., 2014).Brand Image is a 
significant component of incredible brands 
which permits brand to have a distinguish 
separation in their competitor brands (Aaker, 
1996). A brand-image is comprised of brand 
affiliations, consists observations related to 
brands’ features as reflected by the brand 
affiliations remain in the shoppers' memory. As 
per Ismail and Spinelli (2012), Brand Image has 
positive influence on Brand love. Similarly, 
study done by Sarkar and Sarkar (2016), Brand 
Image has direct effect on brand love.In the 
constructs Brand Love and Brand devotion 
which are explained earlier in the introduction 
phase, it has been witnessed that Brand Love 
leads to Brand devotion. There are so many 
researches conducted by the researchers which 
alludes the positive effect of brand love on the 
specific brand devotion (Sarkar & Sarkar, 2016
and Wang et al.,2018). Also, along with that the 
study done by Wang et al. (2018) explained that 
the impact of brand love on brand devotion is 
moderated by two constructs Substitute role of 
Individual religiosity and particular Sense of 
relatedness (belongingness)to brand-
community.Which means if an individual 
possesses higher religious beliefs then there is 
very low chance of convergence of specific 
brand-love to specific brand-devotion and 
similarly if the customer is having high interest 
in belonging to community then there is high 
chance of convergence of brand love to brand 
devotion. In a summarized way Person’s 
individual religiosity weaken the association 
between brand love and Brand devotion whereas 
Sense of belonging strengthen the association 
between brand devotion and brand love and in 
that way these two moderates the association 
between these two.In the research conducted by 
Sarkar and Sarkar (2017), a new concept has 
been identified named as COB (Centrality of 
Brand). COB is considered as “perceived 
importance or centrality of brand meanings in 

the life of a brand devotee”. As per their study 
COB is higher order reflective construct and in 
the same research it has been identified that 
Brand devotion leads to Centrality of Brand. 
Similarly, in the research conducted by Wang et 
al., (2018) identified as positive and direct effect 
of Brand devotion on the Centrality of brand.

3. Conceptual Framework
The aim of this study is to design a conceptual
framework describing customer attains 
Centrality of Brand or Brand Religiosity for that 
particular brand. In this research we have take 
You tube celebrities’ channels as brand and we 
tried to conceptually relate the model with that 
brand.There are two phases in that study, in the 
first one conceptual model has been framed and 
in the second phase that model is explored for 
You tube celebrity channels as brand.
Phase 1 Conceptual model
As per the above literature done it has been 
identified that there are three antecedents of 
Brand love which are Brand Image, Brand-
Identification and Brand Experiences. So, there 
are three propositions which aroused from above 
literature.
Proposition 1: Brand Image positively effects 
Brand Love
Proposition 2: Brand Identification positively 
effects Brand Love
Proposition 3: Brand Experiences positively 
effects Brand Love
Also, from the above literature it has been found 
that Product hedonism positively influences 
Brand Experinces.
Proposition 4: Product hedonism positively 
influences Brand Experiences.
Similarly, from above literature work we have 
described how brand love leads to brand 
devotion and Brand devotion further leads to 
Centrality of Brand (COB).
Proposition 5: Brand Love positively effects
Brand Devotion.
Proposition 6: Brand Devotion positively 
influence Centrality of Brand (COB)
Also, in above literature we have identified two 
moderators Sense of Belonging to community 
and Substitute role of Individual Religiosity 
which moderate the relationship between brand 
love and brand devotion. So, from above 
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discussion and literature review two propositions 
aroused 
Proposition 7a: Sense of the Belonging to 
community moderate’sassociation between 
brand love and brand devotion in such a way 
that strong sense of belonging strengthens the 
effect of brand love on brand devotion while 
weak sense of belonging weakens the transition 
from specific brand love to brand-devotion.

Proposition 7b: Individual Religiosity 
moderates’association between brand love and 
brand devotion in such a way that strong 
Individual Religiosity weakens the transition 
from specific brand love to devotion while weak 
Individual Religiosity strengthen the effect of 
brand love on brand devotion.
Based on above propositions and literature work 
following conceptual model has been developed
(Fig.1). 

Fig. 1 Conceptual Framework

Phase 2: Exploration of Model for You tube 
Celebrity channels as brands.
As discussed earlier nowadays you tube 
becomes one of the biggest online video 
platforms where vloggers upload their videos 
and most of the viewers their view their videos 
on regular basis. Through this research paper 
above conceptual model will be explored for 
influencing popularity of you tube celebrity 
channels.Now as discussed earlier three 
dimensions lead to brand love, brand image as 
discussed earlier is set of components in the 
brand which distinguish it from their 
competitors. Same can be identified in the you 
tube celebrity channels as it has been found 
many times that viewers, they vote their favorite 
celebrity in comparison to another. Similarly, it 
has been also seen that most of the viewers 
express their own selves in the light of their 
YouTube celebrity channel, they try to develop 
their personality as of their celebrity.Most of the 
viewers show their positive sensory experiences 
by clicking on the like button on their videos, 
sharing their videos.

Thomson et. al., (2006) is the researcher who 
developed this concept of human brand. 
Thomson et. al., (2006) manifested thathuman 
brand satisfies self-rule needs or belonging
needs, a shopper is bound to become 
emphatically joined to it and start loving it. 
Viewers feel such as vloggers shareindividual 
data or mysteries. Despite the fact that vicinities 
and equal trades/connections are 'nonexistent' 
(or illusionary) social connections, customers 
are bound to build up a connection to vloggers. 
The connection is fortified by the recurrence of 
pieces, term of articles, and by watchers' 
recollections (i.e., review of these trades 
furthermore, encounters). Watchers grow 
genuine sentiments of fondness for the vloggers' 
superstar and feel like they have a genuine 
relationship with said superstar. Viewers 
represent their love by interacting through 
comments and getting live and ask questions to 
their celebrities about their personal 
life.YouTube channels are the source of 
entertainment for viewers which they can view 
form their houses and their comfort zone but 
when these viewers become devotee for their 
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You tube celebrity, they go beyond their comfort 
zone and went outside in event like You tube 
Fanfest to watch their celebrity live on stage 
showing their human brand devotion. So, based 
on above discussion it has been found that the 
above conceptual model is not only limited to 
the materialist brands, it is also applicable to 
human brands like You tubers.

4. Conclusion 
In summary firstly, a conceptual framework has 
been done to establish a conceptual model for 
centrality of brand which states that three 
antecedents of brand love positively influence 
brand love, which further establish the transition 
from brand love to brand devotion with the 
moderation effect of Sense of belonging and 
Individual religiosity. Then Brand devotion will 
further lead to Centrality of Brand thus making 
conceptual model of it. Secondly it has been 
identified this model is not only limited to the 
materialist brands, it is also applicable to human 
brands like You tubers (You tube celebrity). By 
using this model managers can get help in 
knowing the popularity level of You tube 
celebrity and what level of engagement he is 
able to establish with his/ her viewers which will 
further help companies to identify right persons 
for advertising their brands. The limitation of 
this research is that the present study is based on 
the conceptual framework explored from the 
extent literature and in future research it can be 
validated.
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